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PROJECTS  INSTALLATION OF RESILIENT FLOORS AND WALLS 

Perfect substrates and long-lasting floor and wall 
vinyl coverings for a hub of medical services in australia

the sunshine coast university hospital (scuh) is a 1.2 
billion euro project by the Queensland government to 
address the growing health service needs of the sun-
shine coast community in eastern australia. 
the hospital opened in 2017 with about 450 beds 
which are intended to grow to 738 by 2021. 
the new public facility has been designed as a tertiary 
teaching hospital, servicing the sunshine coast re-
gion, as the hub in an integrated network of accessible 
healthcare. it is the largest hospital project in australia 
to date.
designed to create natural, freely accessible social 
spaces that take full advantage of the benign seaside 
climate, the sunshine coast university hospital offers 
high levels of public and natural amenity and, through 
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connection to the local community, enhances the experience 
of patients and staff, contributing to their wellbeing.
Key features of the design include a large integrated central 
courtyard and the outdoor room designed to take advantage 
of the healing properties of natural air and light. these major 
spaces use the natural environment and landscape to create 
a hospital that blends buildings with landscape, seamlessly 
linking inside to out.

safe installation of vinyl floors and walls 
in hospital facilities
the sunshine coast university hospital was delivered 
through a Public Private Partnership (PPP) contract with 
exemplar health, a consortium comprising lend lease, 
siemens and capella capital, with partners spotless facili-
ties services. this consortium designed, built and partially 
financed the public hospital and will continue to maintain it 
for 25 years.
PK flooring floor layers were awarded the contract to repair, 
level, and waterproof substrates, as well as install various se-
lections of vinyl coverings on both floors and walls through-
out the extensive hospital areas and amenities.  mapei aus-
tralia, the local subsidiary of the group, was involved in this 
project to provide a full installation system for over 71,000 m2 
of flooring and over 20,000 m2 of wall coverings.
with over 80% of the concrete floor substrates needing to 
be levelled, the surfaces were firstly primed using eco Prim 
t solvent-free acrylic primer, followed by the application of 

ultraPlan eco, a self-levelling, ultra quick-hardening 
smoothing compound preparing the substrates to receive 
any kind of floor covering where an excellent resistance to 
static and dynamic loads and traffic is required. 
concrete substrates that only required small repairs were 
treated with PlaniPreP sc (a fibre-reinforced skim coating 
compound manufactured and distributed on the australian 
market by mapei australia) and nivoraPid quick-drying, 
thixotropic, cementitious smoothing compound.
some parts of the floor substrates had a lead sheet installed 
to act as a barrier between X-ray rooms and offices. these 
areas were levelled using nivoraPid mixed with lateX 
Plus elasticising latex to improve the deformability of the 
levelling mortar.

PHOTO 1. substrates were treated with eco Prim t 
and levelled with ultraPlan eco before bonding the 
vinyl coverings with ultrabond vs90 Plus. 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
ULTRAPLAN ECO
It is used for levelling and 
removing differences in 
thickness from 1 to 10 mm 
on new or existing substrates, 
preparing them to receive 
any kind of flooring where 
high resistance to loads 
and traffic is needed. Mixed 
with water, ULTRAPLAN 
ECO becomes a highly fluid 
and easily workable mortar, 
perfectly self-levelling 
with high adhesion to the 

substrate that dries ultra-
quickly. The smoothing 
compounds properly prepared 
with ULTRAPLAN ECO are 
classified as CT-C25-F7-A2fl 
according to EN 13813.
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the floor and wall surfaces in the bathrooms and wet areas 
were waterproofed with maPegum wPs quick-drying, flex-
ible, liquid waterproofing membrane. 
once the second coat of maPegum wPs was dry, the sub-
strates in these areas were primed with a coat of undiluted 
eco Prim t, smoothed with PlaniPreP sc in preparation 
to install the vinyl floor coverings. distribution joints were 
sealed with maPefleX Pu45, a rapid-hardening, paintable, 
thixotropic polyurethane sealant and adhesive with a high 
modulus of elasticity.

in all the wet areas the vinyl coverings were installed using 
adesileX g19 two-component, epoxy-polyurethane adhe-
sive for resilient and textile floorings.
over 60,000 m2 of vinyl floors were installed in the public 
areas using ultrabond vs90 Plus universal high tem-
perature adhesive in water dispersion with very low emission 
level of volatile organic compounds. 
vinyl coverings were also bonded on over 27,800 m2 of walls 
using rollcoll multi-purpose adhesive in water disper-
sion.
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TECHNICAL DATA
sunshine coast University 
hospital, sunshine coast 
(australia)
year of construction: 2016 
year of the Mapei 
intervention: 2016
intervention by Mapei: 
supplying products for 
substrate preparation and 
installation of vinyl floorings

MAPEI PRODUCTS 
Preparing the substrates: 
eco Prim t, ultraplan eco, 
nivorapid+latex Plus, 
Planiprep sc*  
waterproofing the substrates: 
mapegum wPs
sealing distribution joints: 
mapeflex Pu 45 
installing vinyl floor and wall 
coverings: adesilex g19, 

Main contractor: lend 
lease  
client: Queensland government
design: architectus & rice 
daubney architects
floor contractor: PK floorings
Mapei distributor: mcdonalds 
flooring accessories
Mapei coordinator: troy 
bartlett, mapei australia Pty ltd

rollcoll, ultrabond vs90 Plus

*these products are 
distributed on the australian 
market by mapei australia Pty 
ltd.

for further information on 
products visit www.mapei.com 
and www.mapei.au

PHOTOS 2 and 3. some sections of the substrates were repaired with PlaniPreP sc and smoothed with nivoraPid before bonding the vinyl floors.
PHOTO 4. in the bathrooms wall and floor substrates were waterproofed with maPegum wPs. vinyl floors were then installed with adesileX g19.
PHOTO 5. in the public areas vinyl coverings were bonded with ultrabond vs90 Plus onto floors and with rollcoll onto walls.
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